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Currently, and foreseeably for some time in the near future, everyone in the workplace or in direct contact must wear a 
face mask. This is hooked onto the ears. 
We have printed mask holders in the CIP workshop. These are much more comfortable because the masks are not 




However, if you have a "green area", for example, but have to put on the mask in case of sudden public traffic or take it 




The CIP workshop mask holders are a very good approach if you have to wear them permanently. If you only need them 
temporarily or have to take them off temporarily to make phone calls, for example, your handling is very laborious unless 
you leave them on your neck. However, it always clashes with the temples of glasses wearers. 
For this problem, I designed and printed a masking band that is split in two and by 4 small magnets with a locking 





When frequently putting on and taking off the mask, the handling is very simple and fast. Another plus point is that there 
is no need for time-consuming "blind threading" or fastening when closing. The magnets "find" themselves on their own, 
once in the vicinity. The simple holding together behind the head in the direction of holding the mask holder ends 
together is enough for the magnetic closure to close cleanly wear-free again and again. 
Another advantage is the durability of the 3D printed Taft PLA with magnets. This version is basically wear-free and 
"unbreakable" and flexible compared to PLA, which is rather brittle and likes to break. In addition, due to the flexibility, it 
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